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FOREWO)RD

Th1a report is the result of research performed in the Computational

Aerodynamics Group, Aerodynamics and Airframe Branch, Aeromechailics Division,

Flight Dynamics Laboratory from Juue 1984 to July 1985. Thiu re~port was

prepared by Dr Joseph J. S. Shang andi Hr Stephen J. Scharr, under Work Unit

2307N611, "Computational Fluid Dynamics."

Two separated presentations to the American Irstitutlu'v of Aeronautics

and Astronauticb Scientific Meeting were derived from this ci tort. These

pres.entations are entit3ed 'Navier-Stokes Solutloa of the Flow Field Around

a Complete AIrcraft," AIMA 85-0159-CP and "Three-Dimensional body-Fitted

Grid System for a Lomplete Aircraft," AIMA 86-0428 respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A continual and systematic progression of path-finding research in

solving the Navier-Stokes equations has paved the way for the first attempt

to simulate numerically the flow field around a complete aircraft. 1-4 In

the present investigation, the hypersonic research aircraft X24C-IOD is

selected for its rather complex blunt leading edges, canopy, strake, fin

and wing formations which are typical of those encountered in a modern

aerospace vehicle (Figure 1). For the chosen aircraft, a detailed experi-

mental data base also exists, in the form of a flow field pitot pressure

survey, surface pressure, heat transfer, force and moment measurements.
5'6'7

This experimental data establishes a solid criterion for assessment of the

accuracy of the simulation. The validating comparison reveals technological

emphases and research opportunities for our further endeavors in computa-

tional aerodynamics.

In principle, a composite solution using varying degrees of sivplifica-

tion of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations for the flow field

around a complete aircraft is possible. However, prior knowledge or unique

insight into the flow field8 '9 structure is required to implement this

zonal approach. Additional evaluations of accuracy for each zonal soJution

and the boundary conditions for contiguous zones become necessary. As V,

benchmark calculation, the uncertainty is completely removed by seeking i,

solution of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. In order to

depict adequately the investigated aircraft configuration, a mesh system

consistlng of 475,200 nodes was adopted. At present, processing and

managing this huge amount o dota requires a very laige-scale vector

processor with ar external storage device. Therefore, a major portion of

the present study is concentrated on the adaptation of our computational

I!
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procedure to the CRAY XMPI-?2 vector processor with a 16 million word MOS

memory unit, the solid state storage device (SSD). In essence, the adapta-

tion of a numerical procedure to a very large-scale computer comprises

construction of a data base according to the computer architecture, and

implementation of the procedure so as to minimize data rovement. 1'3 This

is the first consideration so that one can extract the maximum data pro-

cessing efficiency from a vector processor.

In order to achieve the stated objective, a careful matching of

grid-point system, numerical algorithm and computer architecture is essen-

tial. Since there are no sharp leading edges in the investigated configura-

tion, a composite grid system specially designed for high local numerical

resolution is unnecessary. A single surface clustered body-conformal grid

system is sufficient to facilitate the aerodynamic force calculations. The

adopted MacCormack explicit, unsplit algorithm1 0 is known to advance in

time with the minimum number of data accesses and has attained extremely

high vector efficiency by continual improvement. 1'3 Most importantly, the

stencil of this algorithm requires no more than four contiguous nodes to be

processed simultaneously in any given coordinate. This feature leads

naturally to a page structure in grid point system construction, and

eliminates the need for interface boundary conditions or repetitious

regrouping of data to accomplish a particular orientation for a numerical

sweep. 1 1 Finally, the minimum amount of data flow between the external

memory unit SSD, and the central processor is obtained by partitioning the

data into separated blocks sized accordlxtg to the maximum number of data

pages wbich can be accommodated in core memory. These duta blocks will be

cyclically rotated into the central processing unit as required by the

numerical sweeps for convergence.

L 
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The numerical simulation was pertormed for the flow field around the

entire aircroft at an angle of attack of six degrees with a nominal Mach

number of 5.95 and the characteristic Reynolds number of lb.4 million/m.

The benchmark numerical results will first be evaluated for accuracy in

practical applications by prediction of the surface pressure distributions,

the shock-wave structure, the heat transfer, the surface shear stress

pattern, and the integrated aerodynamic forcc coefficients whenever comparison

data are available. Since the entire flow field structure is reconstructed

by the numerical simulation, the pertinent characteristics of the stream

around various components of the aircraft are identified and highlighted

tor further investigations. These include the flows around the canopy, the

swept-back blunt fins, and the induced vortex dominated stream in the lee

of the aircraft. Then the overall numerical procedure is assessed for its

relative efficiency, practical application value, and the areas of emphasis

for future aerodynamics research.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The three-dimensional, compressible, Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes

equations in chain-rule conservative form are given ae
I

U 3F G 3H.T
I- + (4xCy I )(, , T4 , -,

3F BG 3HT

(iry ,r Z)(-5 , - )

3F aG aH. T ()
" (XPy' (tt' - - 0

It is easily identifiable that the dependent variable, U consists vf

ppu and pe

U - U(ppupv,pwpe) (2)
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The flux vectors, F, G, and P are simply the components of vectorial

quantities of the continuity and energy equations, as well as the tensorial

components of the momentum equations contained within the divergence

operator of the conservation law.
1

The closure of this system of equatiots is obtained by including the

Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model 12 for the Reynolds stress tensor and by

assigning a turbulent Prandtl number with a value of 0.9 for the heat flux,

- [p + 2/3(1 +E)V'u]Y + (v+c) def u (3)

q - + P ) VT (4)
Pr Prt

as well as the equation of state for a perfect gas and Sutherland's formula

for the molecular viscosity coefficient. The description of this differen-

tial system of equat.ons is completed, once the appropriate and well-posed

initial and boundary conditions are specified.

In the present r.alysis we have taken advantage of the no-yaw flight

condition, requiring only half of the configuration be computed with

respect to the plane of symmetry. This simplification applied together

with the Idea of analytic continuation results in the leading coordinate

surface (E=0) at the blunt nose becoming a developable surface by reflection.

In practice, the grid system is constructed by overlapping two initial data

pages in the C coordinate. The only constraints to achieve this topological

requirement are that the basic cylindrical coordint.tes must transform into

a spherical system isear the blunt nose reion and the number of peripheral

nodes defining the surface must be an even integer. However, the latter

constraint Is imposed only for the purpose of convenience. In this manner,

the adopted grid system is body conformal and simply connected, and the

entire computational domain can be mapped into a unit cube. Details of the

4
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constnction of the mesh system, including the topology eefinition and the

grid generation procedure, may be found In an accompanying paper 1 3 and In

Appendix A. In the transformed space, the initial and boundary conditici s

are summarized as follows:

Initial Condition

U(€0 &,n, )= U0, (5)

The E=0 surface is purely a numerical boundary created by the grid systeln.

Since the two initial deta pages in E are mirror Images, the boundary

values will be updated automatically. The E-1 surface represents the

downstream boundary. The extrapolation condition is commonly used

au (6)

On the body curface, n-O, the no-slip condition for velocity components

and the surface temperature duplicating the experimental condition are

given. The value of density on the solid contour is derived from the

isobaric condition normal tu the surface.

u-v-w-O (7)

T 316.7*k (8)
w

and
n'Vp = 0 (9)

where n is the ri=U surface outward normal

i I+n j+n R

x y z

i,j,k denote the unit vectors in the fundamental Cartesian frame. The far

field boundary has transformed into the n-1 surface. This boundary iv

sf
A
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located outside the enveloping bow shock wave vytem, where the flow

retains the unperturbed freestream value

u -u (10)

The C=0 and C1 surfaces lay across the plane of symmetry. The condition

of symmetry prevails

aU .0 (11)

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

All calculations were performed on a CRAY XMP-22 vector processor with

a 16 million word MOS memory unit, the solid-state storage device (SSD).

The SSD appears logically as a disk drive with random-access storage. For

reasons of efficiency, at present its operational configuration is limited

to non-multi-tasked applications (no parallel processing). Therefore, only

one central processor unit lt nearly one million words of external memory

was available. A mesh system consisting of 475,200 nodes was utilized to

depict the complete aIrcraft configuration. Specifically, one hundred ten

(110) nodes were assigned to define the cross-section of the aircraft in

one hundred twenty (120) streamwise stations. Thirty-six (36) nodes were

used to accommodete the computational domain bounded by the solid contours

and far field. In short, a (110, 36, 120) mesh point system was adopted.

In the present code, only five dependent variables U(p,pu,pe), three

independent variables x,y,z and the eddy viscosity coefficient required

pernanent storage. The predictor level of dependent variables and nine

components of the coordinate transformation derJvatives are generated as

needed. Therefore, the maximum amount of external data storage Is 4,276,800

words.

MacCormack's explicit, unsplit algorithm vectorizes eabily with r-ple

opportunities for chaining operations. TbJs reliable, conditionavly

6



MacCormack's explicit, unsplit algorithm vectorizes easily with ample

opportunities for chaining operations. This reliable, conditionally

stable scheme, when incorporated with a time-warp acceleration procelure

has demonstrated efficiency gains of a factor of six or more for solutions

which possess a steady-state asymptote.3',1 For this explicit algorithm,

only four contiguous nodes in any given direction are requIred to be

processed simultaneously, the fourth node of data being included to support

the fourth-order smoothing terms. The stencil permits a streamwise page

structure of data in contrast to that of an implicit scheme which requires

alternating structures of the data array to support differing orientation

(if numerical sweeps. For the aforementioned stencil, one detects that only

the fout cyclic predictor pages currently in use are required to be retained.

The predictor and corrector sequence can be performed withJn one sweep by

lagging the corrector calculation by two spatial pages. The coordinate

transformation derivatives are repeatedly generated by a three-point,

second order diftere1icing scheme as needed without allocating a permanent

storage space. Those additional arithmetic operations substantially reduce

memory requirenents but yield an in-core data processing rate of 3.077x10-5

seconds per iteration per node point.

In essence, computation of the three-dimensional Reynolds averaged

Navier-Stokes equatiout, becomes an Intensive data transfer procedult.

between the central processor unit (CPU) and the data storage device (ESD).

For the utilized computing system, the most efficient transfer rate for

intermediate size data sets Is around a bali-million words (670 million

bits per second). However, in the. present investigation, one hundred

twenty (120) streamwise stations were divided into twenty dato blocks of

six pages each. The minimum bandwidth which can support the four page data

base is the six-page block. The additional two pages provide the coordinate

7



transformation derivativev at the four-page data Jilterfaces. Each block (if

data was assigned a data set of 213,840 words. ibo blocks, or twelve paget.

ot data, were simultaneously resident in the CPU during the numerical Lbeep

between the upstream and the ovwnstream boundaries (FIg. 2). The rest of

the in-core memoi) space was taken up by the temporary dependent variable

arrays and the coding instruction. Individual data block" were rotated

into the CPU in sequence as required by the two-page laggInt cyLle of

predictor-corrector procedure. Tn essence, the computer code serves as a

data manager to control the four-page predictor-corrector cycle and the

twelve-page extetnal storage rotation. A measure of the relative efficiency

for adaption of numerical procedure to a very large computer with an

external memory devwice is the degradation of the data processing rate (DPR)

in comparison with in-core performarce. For the present investigatiou, a

total of 4,276,800 words processed by a 880,000 word CPU, the degradatiou

is less than 23 percent in DPR. The data procesbing rate in conjunction

with the SSD is consistently 3.7814x10 - seconds per iteration per grid

point.

As a pleasant surprise, the page and block data structure has teen

demonstrated to reduce the required computing time for ovtri01) convergence.

Due to the numerical sweep bias, the upstream nuwerica] sivulation tends to

converge sooner than that of the downstream. As the data converged in an

upstream block need not be rot&,ted into the CPU, the toti l number of data

blocks can be truncated accordingly. A net saving in computing tivt, of lp

to thirty percent has been re;lized by suppresiing tunecessary calculat'r

in the converged region. Cue-11itation performed iui 1tis truncated domai!

is effectively equivaslent to a zonal method, but has no need of expl it

zonal boundary conditions.

8
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For the numerJLal simlation of a ctsiplete aircraft. the SoirfMie

norl&s. grid spacing required to resolve tte shear stt t.t or heat tiatisler

can no longer be epubei by a single selected value of the law of the. %..l

variable, y*. Consideration must be give tc the large upstream rittiu

between noea and peripheoal mesh size and the grovt, r.te of the boundary

layer along the Ptizire configuration. Frim two different estmp&tes of Cite

laminar subl~eyer thickness based upti it turbulent boundar) l.iyer scaling

law. the minimum surface normal btep size was determflet' tu be 9.1xi(j- 3 co.

This nominal value was used as a guide tc bvt .in appropriate ovei.n! Frid

spacisg and a finer mesh step it, tie nose reelon, where the surface rormal

step size is a factr 4.09 time finer tha, Li- ntminal value. The pttlph-

era] node distribution Is weighted by the local radluL uZ curvature. The

reEvtIling stretching is relptively limited in magPitude, gere aily coniit ad

within a fracticrn of . basic unit. However, !t: the streauwise dirt-ttiun,

ti.h ratio between the waIyints and the minimum btl. Nre Is as high as

1 o.47. The high grid deit~ity zones were concentxated arourd the noM,.

i.-glon and the locationL where the canopy, strakt itid fin protrude intu L.,

tLncoming stream. The lundred twenty pages art, nearly equally dividrt

beLx.e-en the forebody and tta- afterbodv. Analysib c' the flow fie+ld imsed

ately downstream of the blunt nose througl the emergen(e of the sti.tz.r by a

parabolized N vier-Stokes scheme" "'4 itnicated thit the matrruml. grid sp.i titr

could be usee iv this repion. The assai#'jed value wae i..*48 Lo. F illvI,

the St.ad .b)ymptfi-L f the imi , aI solut lir I s cow.. Out led to be r-,i hed

when the I , norm bet t ,vi , tw conse tit Iye 11t01. ' l,'ed pfre i.le value.

rLan M . lhis criteriti 2, mudLi i -tr n,,,.t ian tire ev.liiatt,,ru

heat transfr ar l I (onsildertd suitabt. t, our pre-.cit purpuz..



IV. l)I.CUjSSiIOt OF NIJMERICAI Pi'LSULTS

The discussion of rabults comprises two maijor potrtions. 1hu firbt

group of preventation. Ii accompanied by eXPeriVI'Utal measurements' ir tAlock

structure. and heat transfer data."b Then a specific compariivin ui.th a

nuimericel solution of the paxal-olized Navier-Stokeb etations for tile

furchody ts prebeuted and discussed. Ohciervations on the chataceristics

of flow obsezved from the nutmerical sivitlAtion will also be de'Itleated te,

identify ureas of future research emphasis.

Sinc~e mot cf the experimental meaLtirements werc collectte1 ot several

predsto-rivied streastwine statiit., the formaut of compaylbon is constructed

accordingly. lyiAl results are givett by abscissas In the forst c" it,,

flY iized art lenpth. Thit; length lb torputed fr(si tie leeward M'eridiona]

Stoward the windward tounterpart and scaliec by the total arc length o"

each Individual Crt beCtiuul. In Figure I ;it,,. figure 4 a total of elo-cis

stre.ailie statirinui are depi~ited. These st~ations x..1'ienr a sequxential

evoution friq" it-t Liunt nosie region tirti. the trai!rp sectiot-. lite

ph~bitl location.b span a rdtr of 15 to 141..'5 raG1i fiotr the c-vrdinate

ortsir which is 1. "1 taidli uphtreaa of tilt blunt nose, r'i. 1 .483 cm. Time

,'rll aprceewt betwtri Ita and nuw: ical ret 151 t-;I excellIent . Ini

figure 1, the qttrv...ris kt ouptcp Ion ard It? LLhbCt(lu4Lf~f e)(PanSt'l .'zounrd

tit intipV dur t. thme tae bse-t! .4nd 1 jarftied OUt tit~r SUrtat4 ar

ubv s-ii, Ir eait ' 7 s t. lou.,! IlIane. , h m pa:ih ,r ' rcrw t tndwarO it

,*#ba.rd dcmalr!, htAndh . ~imst re surfatr probbul t bd ui ale(

ilihibit ai trlat lv, ' r ikU Lo.r& .kLIOn at fli I iber Loritet A the r.j .'da

Srus secti.1. rhip lc.ai phenowtvoi ),ars 8 Oltritg teseLl ' -11, tP thrt -I

tho ),.lmnt 4.. i g d . t 'R deltim Wil Ihe ,ttf . e pre'..' ..T .t ' s r itt 1mnt

Af the Altetu.U', sto .. : i'V FIl i: k. &(m I '. .%Ie tP 4- t epreat4 1 tie

* ** ** in *. . * * * . ** *~~** C -



result of protruding fins. ot strake into the oncoming stream. The pr"1.;1fte

aliutributios reveals the imvergence of the ceantol fin near the origin ot

abscissas, the middIL Lin, and the stake from the afterbody. Final., the

stake. due to recession, cea&** to be an exposed blunt c£t• Vx/r - 141.25).

Unfortunately, the x/r - 125.75 statio,, La the only two pro;,i i. Laps

italled on the leading edge cif the atrake. The accoc 4itie between the

data and nmert&'l tesults isi excellent.

Figure 5. three prviisure distribution -,raound the central tin t'

differrent elevations (z/r - :0. 25. 30) are given. Thebe elevations

rorrespono it dIstancers of 0.92 cm. 3.11 rq-, and 5.74 ca abony to. topper

model urfaLe.5 The collapsing tf all pressure distrilbtiuns into a narrow

band reveals that Ii. ti, ite of all upstream ultirbance, the leeward flow

fiela imediately surrounding the central fin rwrains near!% uniform ot

this moderate angle of attack. The maximum aeviation between data ist.,:

calculations Is lisitted tc a tew percent.

The flow field survey data by pitct pressure probes' It, presented

together with the computed impact pressure contour in Fit 0re 6. It I.,

clearly exhihitca that thc numertcal sliulation duplicates tlse measurements.

The definition oi the -shock wave system at. tpttred by the numerici. mean

In comparable to the data scittering band. 6 As we hat mentioned earlier,

the enveloping shatd wnve system has attetu;,w,.d substantially it: tie

lee,,.rd region to be detect.: as a Mach wave.

In Figure 7, tl,. I-eat transfer in tore cf Stanton nuber disatl,•itions

in five t.treamioe stations (x/r "108, 11?, 1? , 75, 131.!G, 141.25) are

depicted. Theot. data collecting staLtians are idertital to thot, of the

surfAs,, peassure tn the aft4,rh.'t region. The Stantii. VULber i. defined by

-(/,/ u (H-h) 1;)

i



The numerical value ,f the rate of best traubcT was computed diretly tro

the protile. of specific interual energy instead of static temperature to

take advantage ut the monotonic diitr~bution of the former a.dl.cent to the

body surfee. The specific formula used is

St a -' (n:+*r +12)1/ 2  (p/o)/1r L Lk h )I

PT x y z w ik3)

The coorditiate transformation derivatives are incluoed a a consequence

of obtaining the heat flux normal to the body surface, q - &'V . The

overall comparison between data and computational rebults is only fair.

The peak heating is conhIRtently concentrated arcund the .x.t'sed blunt

leamJis,' edge of thr fins and stroke. Since no thermocvtuJle could b,

installed at thevti leading edges beca%,c. At their bire, a verifcat.ion by

the analytic solution based upon the reference temperature method for the

PtagnatJo, point vas performed. 6 The analytic solution yielded a Stanton

number of 1.243x10
- which IN within ten percent (1(*0; Li the numerical

prediction locally. tvvever, the perbsstent .,,nd maximum dicrepant"V (.z)1

b,,tween data and the pret-cut calculations ii lc t.ed on the vindward

stcitace and tiver a wide r.,le at the btreamPise stdtions. his beh.,vit-i

);vi. teen commonly deteLtt, In numerical omiul-titin. of flow fields wit!

,ancidence. Althoug1 the local grid denst,. it teiativlv hlyh. fho. r"t mum

nounl gtid l |actng dces oot contivtt 4ccording to the .utII.'. ed boi rdsry

layer thi, l1cbg. Thib tibservat jt, Ivads logit rl ly to thc pLulat it, that

further gi Id retireh' ,,.t is probably sore ii iti(.1 that, tihe Impri. es,,. 1,t of

tht turbulence model. A Onlt], etfort it this r,... i, area t,, u'd vield

,;(,e invaluable basiL Inowledge. Ir till, the jic ,,it calct;'.atlons tL ',w

the trend of data in revelirag the peak heat1iv, tie exp.ois. 1c.adlttq,

edgeg and troughs ot ih:&,i tiansfer Induced b) L, -eparate , , Litt 1 .i

t.*paratiot, rene on the '.e.ward -tirface and , t' reglin et. ,'e *,•



A series of remarkable numerical solutioti. using the paraboliz..WT

avier-Stokes equations hias been performed fo the forebody of the invVL-

tigated complete coxn/iguration by Chaussee et al. 8 '9 Their compoIite

nmsrical procedure Initiated a full Navier-Stokes L,]utton for the blunt

nose region which served as the initial boundary condition (if tile subsequent

space-marching solution until the strake, tht.n the solution was terminated.

Their experience suggested & very coarse strealmibe stop size was permltukible

betwee , the canopy and the beginning of the strake. Therefore, only twenty

one (21) streaowise stations and the coaxsest mesh apacing (AY - 1.45 cm)

were implemented within thib region for the present investigation.

Surface presesre and the Stanton number distribution comparJl.ns with

the paraLl1Y-ed Navier-Stoka solutions at their furtLeet downstream

btation (x/r - 108) are presented in Fibures 8 and 9 respectlvi.>y. The

agre vt in surface pressurt distribution is very good. However. the

prepence of upstream pressure propagation due to the strake ir ectectable

in the present computation. The small dliference between numeriLal aolation,

i. therefore attributable tv the omitted interaction in PUS solution for

the protrusiun of the strake. The difference it, the heat transfer data Is

smre noticeable in the. 1eebard surface beneath tihe roll-up of the vort.-.

ket oi)t accordance Ia reacled on the windward suI tote and both numerica I

value. under-predit the experimental rwit..urement. The xtron, qevtndence

,, prid syste.wb adopted in the PIS calcuistionu oas reported. 0  in order to

avoid confusion. vJy data from the cylinrical coordinate systWs, generated

by a hyperbolIt( procedure (wtch give the best Agre-evient eith the expert-

wntal data) is Incilded here for compariac.

The windward asd leeward ireasure distributlon.. .ung the plane of

symerry are gliven by Figure 10. The outside-ding feature to clearly that

I



for a hypersonic lifting configuration the surfuce pressure varies in

mgitude over several orders. In the nose irEion, the pressure attaiwn.

the mxlms value of 41.8 times of the freestrea,; the minimum value is

oMly about 0.05 times of the unperturbed value in tle corners between iins.

The windward pressure distribution indicate the rapid eypansion from the

stapation point and maintains a gxadual compression throughout the windward

surface until the expansion Initiated at the trailing bcattail. The

leeward surtace pressure undergoes expansion from the nose, re.ompresses

over the canopy followed by the expansion and finally rises over the

central fir. The agreement between the parabolIzed Navier-Stokes solution9

and the present result Is very good for the forebody, cxcepting perhaps

Pope mild fairing which may have caused the undcrprediction of the prebsvtre

value over the canopy by the parabolized Navier-Stokes procedure. Only the

comparison of present results and data is existing fo tiee afterbody i the

complete configuration. The overall agreement serves to valldate the

present effort and confirm the choice of grid spacing iv, the forebvdy

region.

V. POST PROCESSING

In thin section, a reconstruction of the entire flowv fied around the

X24C-IOD research aircraft is attempted to gain understandtg o'f the

salient featTres of its structure. The overall surface preLte distribution

and heat tiaosfer around the alruiatt is given together iWth the immediately

adjacent surface stre~a, ine to depict the surtiace shear stress patter' and

to identify the possIbAl beparated flow regios. however, the graphic

presentation of the flow field in form of Mach contours Is lwtmted to a Inv,

cross sections. Finally, the det,-.led numerical procedure used In evaluat-

in# the aerodynamic forceb eyerted on the aircratt in Included. This

14



Information Is probably the most criith.l to the aircraft des4ign and should

be provided in the numerical simulation effort.

The overall surface pressure on the X24C-LOD experimental aircraft is

depicted in a perspective view in Figure 11. (Shang and Scherr plate 1).

As we have mentioned previously, the value of surface pressure spans a

range of several decades so an artificially compressed scale (cube root

value of pressure) was used to span the pseudo color spectrum. As antici-

pated, the high pressure regions are easily recognizable around the nose,

canopy, leading edges of strakes and fins the aircraft components exposed

to the oncoming stream. The extensive expansion above the leeward suri.xre

downstream of the canopy Is also apparent, but the lowest pressure levcl is

confined to the inner fin root region of the middle fin. The evidence of

interference on the middle fin, originating from the strake, is reflected

by the intermittent high and low surface pressure value over the backward

swept fin. This phenomenon Is verified by the experimental ditta. One of

the interesting revelations is that the pressure along the side surface of

the fuselage is nearly constant until the afterbody contracts to form a

recessed boottail where the flow expands toward the downstream. The

recompreRsion along the plane of syummetry to realign the oricntation of

vortical flow above the leeward surface is also clearly Indicated.

The characteristics of heat transfer to the surface are depitc by

the bta ,c temperature of the immediately adjacent iodes away from the

surface (Figure 12, Shang and Scherr, plate Z). Since the body surf-ce is

maintained tit a constant temperature, this local tempeitttirp effectively

dictates time intensity of heat tranafer to the solid surface. The high

heating regions generally correspond to the exposed elements of the nircraft

analogous to the surface pret,.ure. However, secondary high heating zones

art e -,o Indicated in the inviscid-viscous inteiitting regions surrounding

15
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the canopy, adjaccut to the plane of symlnetry and the areas betwee. btrake

and fins as well as the domain bounded by the fins. The only unusual

patterns observed ire the overexpansion of upwash leading to a lower heat

transfer rate around the leeward outboard corner and continuing to the

leading section of the strake where the afterbody recedes. All these

observations are supported by the detailed calculations presented in the

previous section ci discussion.

The effort involved in a complete ieconstruction of the entire flow

field in a graphic presentation has pioved to be prohibitive at present.

The basic difficulty of two-dimensional projection of i three-dimensional

phenomenon can, iti principle, be overcome by a holographic stereogram.

Unfortunately, the supporting facilities in long-haul communication avd

limiled capacity of graphic work stations in simultaneous display of data

still fall short. Tfl order to exhibit the peculiar features of the inves-

tigated flow field, four cross-sectional Mach number contours are given in

Figure 13 (Sbang and Scherr, plate 3). At the streamwise station x/r =

39.5, the induced shock wave system over the canopy and the dispersion of

the bow shock envelope over the leeward domain of this sectIon ,f the

forebody are apparent. At the last forebody cross section, the attenuation

of the bow shock wave by the expansion from the windward to the leeward

domain becomes very clear. The shock wave generated by tle canopy by now

is completely dispersed. Similarly, the vortical formatiot, year the

leeward plane of symmetry is also obvious, together with tte Jnducad higher

Mach number pockets above and outboard of the vortices. At the next

station downstream, x/r - 125.63, the bow shock wave enveloping the strake

impinges on the middle fin and exhibits significant distortion in structure.

This interference ib Gbserved persistently over the entire afterbody even

16
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downstream of the Io',tion where the leadini,, edge ot the strake swep.,;

backward and parallel to the axis of symmetty of the afterbody. In thc

lost cross sectional plane presented, x/r - 145. The bow shock wave

originating from the blunt nose continues to exist in the windward domain.

The enveloping bow shock waves over the fins and the Etrakes dominate the

flow field. Even through the leading edge of the strake has turned parallel

to the fuselage axis, its associated bow shocd wave still retains sufficient

strengtl, to interact with the bow shock waves over the middle fin. Unfor-

tunately, little detailed information is discernible by the relatively

coarse supporting local mesh system. The bounding shock waves above the

Rtrakes are observed to merge with the bow shock wave generated by the

blunt nose with attenuation around the lower fuselage convex corner. The

bow shock wave over the central fin also interacts with the vortical

structure in the fin root region. However, the intera ion is rather

limited in inteility and is confirmed by the collapsing surfawe pressure

distributions around the central f~ir (Figure 5). It is also interesting to

note that tlie high Mach number pocketb induced by vortex ond expansion

still petsivt even to this streamwise station.

Mach number tontours in the plane of eynmetry are depicted i, Figure

14 to verve as an additional cross reference. The bow liock wave system

originating front the blunt nose is clearly identifiable. In the windward

domain, the shock strength is maintained over the entire coxfiguration.

The expansion triggered by the retracted lower boattail surface is also

revealed. In the leeward domain, the shock wave system induced by the

canopy, its subsequent dispersion ax'd the following bow shock waves over

the central fin stand out. The envelope of the bow shock vave system

projected on the plane of synmetry yields a total wave inclination of 22

17



degrees over the torebody. This value is in perfect accorda,'L with the

experimental observation by a shadowgraph.

The surface streamlines prepared by P. Buning of NASA Ares Research

Center is presented in Figure 15. This approximate surface shear flow

pattern is constructed by the first node velocity components away and

parallel to the body surface. The upwash of the nose region due to the

incidence and the secondary flow structure imnec'iately upstream of the

canopy are clearly revealed. The surface streamlines converging at the

onset of the canopy and diverging over the canopy burface suggest a confined

and small separated flow region embedded in the junction between canopy and

fuselage. The low local heat transfer rate seems to confirm tlis observation.

owever, the separation and reattachment over the leeward surface dounstream

of the canopy is withott any ambiguity. The surface streamlines also

reveal tendencies to converge around the junctions of middle fin, strake

and the afterbody implying incipient separation. The relatively low heat

transfer distribution is in correspondence with this idea, but the topo-

logical constraints of the converging fins preclude a conclusive interpre-

tation. An interesting observation can also be made oti the lack of a

horseshoe vortex structure around the blunt fins. 17 This may be associated

with the swept back configuration of fins. The drastic difference in flow

field structure between the vertical blunt fin and the swept back fins may

warrant a detailed and separate Investigation.

The acodynamic force exerted on the complete configuration can be

easily derived from the Cauchy's theorem

= n'T (14)
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where the stress tensor is given by

T T TYx xy xz

t T T iT
yx yy yz

T T T
zx zy zz

The specific expression of the stress tensor has been shown in Equation

(3) which contains the static pressure as a component of the normal stress.

The net aerodynamic force components at a point on the control surface, n -

constant, in the Cartesian frame are

F = ( + n T + n T )/Vnz+nZ+n z  (15a)
x x xx y xy z xz x y z

Fy = (nT + n~ T + nJ T 'r l~'n (15b)
y xxy y yy z yz x y z

F = (T + n T + n r )/n+n+n (15c)

z Xxz nyyz zYz x y z

In the present investigation, the control surface coincides with the body

surface. Since the present analysis omitted the base configuration, the

trailing surface was not included in the computation. For a hypersonic

vehicle, the drag contribution from the blunt nose and wave system should

overwhelm that of the base regime. ihe present simplification will serve

as a verification of this conjecture for engineering applications. However,

the present formulation is derived to be independent of this approximation

and to retain the general validity.

The surface integral of an arbitrary plane defined by x(C,,), y(t,c)

and z(,C) is
I6

JfF (xyz)[(x2 + y2 + z2)(x2 + y 2 + z2)

(x x + YEYC + zYzC ) 2 ] /2 d fd  (16)
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The above expression can be further simplified by tbe definition of

the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation and some algebraic niaripula-

tion to yield

ffF (x,y,z)[(n x + 12 + n2)/j2l1/ 2 ddC (17)
i x y z

Finally, we have the net aerodynamic force components crerted on the

complete configuration

ff(nT + 1) + r) )/JJ d~d (18a)

F = ff(ix Tyx + nyTyy + n 1y z )/JJJ dd (lb)

F ff= ffT IZ + n yT ZY+ rl Z I )/[J[ dfd (18c)z (rx zx y zy z zz

where, the Jacobian of coordinate transformation is given by

x x x

y y y

z z z

The aerodynamic force components along any desired direction can be obtained

by a simple projection.

Tn the present formulation, the advantage of a body conformal coordinate

system Is transparent. One iecognizes the necessity of a zonal construction

of the grid system for complex configurations, however, consideration

should also be devoted to the ease of post processing.

The specific comparison of the computed drag and lift coefficients to

the experimental data is presented in Table 1. The difference in lift

coefficients is merely 4.72 percent and the drag coefficieut has a discrep-

ancy of 6.70 percent. However, the compensating errors it, numerical
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underprediction yields a L/D ratio within 2.16 percent (If the experimental

measurement. This agieement is confined within the accepted experimertal

error band. Indirectly, this comparison seems to justify the present

omission of the base drag contribution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The first numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete

aircraft, the hypersonic tesearch aircraft X24C-10D, utilizing the Beytiolds

averaged Navier-Stokes equations has been accomplished, yielding accurate

prediction of detailed flow properties. The numerical results obtained at

a Mach number of 5.9! also indicate an excellent agreement in aerodynamiic

force coefficients with those of experimental data.

The page data structure collected into separated blocks and cyclically

rotating from the external storage device into the central processor has

been demonstrated as an efficient and viable adaptation of the numerical

procedure to a very large class computers without sufficiet dynamic

memory. The cyclic data block structure has also been found to be a

convergence enhancement device by selectively processing data according to

its rate of convergence.

The parabolized Navier-Stokes solution generated for the forebody of

this aircraft has been verified by the present result. A composite numerical

procedure for the entire configuration may be desirable for efficiency

improvement. Urgent research emphases still exist in continuing improvement

of numerical efficiency, long-haul commurication and graphic support of the

computational aerodynamics discipline.
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APPENDIX A

Construttion of the Grid Systm

The grid syster ws constructed in dlitinct regions which wer, then

.erlict to form one computational block. The primary division was between

the spherical grid at the vehicle nose and the cylindrical structure over

the rest of the aircraft body. Each plane of the cylindrical system was

further subdivided into three regionb: a hyperbolic grid next tv the body,

and two tranbflritely interpolated regions which continued t,, grid fror.

the hyperbolic part to the prescribed outer boundary (rigure 16). Ihis

.trrangemer.t allowe, all the conditions specified for the grid to be Matisfied.

Te multiple-plane structure of the mesh system was conveniently impln.ented

by letting a - constant plane also be an x - constant plane. The Crid

was made orthogonal iii each plane at the vehicle surface by use of a

suitable hyperbolic grid gcnerator. The restrictions on the outer portior.

I" the mesh were satisfied by the creation of the composite structure.

Smoothness of derivatives between regions of the grid was enhanced by

application of a Poisson operator.

P yperbolic Grid Generation

Orthogonality of the grid at the vehicle surface was the first require-

tirit for the mesh systeu. Tils constraint was slightly relaxed to requilrT

only that it be orthogonal in each x - constant cross section. This was

guaranteed by use of a hyptrbolic grid generation algorithm originaii.

proposed by Steger and Chaussee 19 and further modified by Kinsey and

Barth.2 0 This algorithm takes the definition of grid orthogonality

y y C zz 0 (1)

and the transformation Jacobian

y - yz z C 1/J (2)
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to devise a bcheae mappi ky.z) to (1 ,,). L ally itneariino *hot, t,

point (y,z*) and notint that an area Integrant can te written dV - dv di

1/J dn d4, (I) and (2) become

AR + BR- F+Br

whereA- A, y z: R v ard

-zO +*, +z

F - 0
V+V

°
1

Inspecto' of B 'A shows that this syttem is hyperbolic and 4er be narched

in n.

The finite differerce solution bchme of the origivol algorithm !t-

central]" ciferenced in C and backward differenced in L ,. can be

written as

[I+BhIA6 4 R k,j-+Rk j -Fk , l *+ , e ( V )2 ,

where the final term adds explicit, fourth-order diLtipatlon as de(.criheu

in Beam and WarmIng;. I To insure smootrbi'eb, additional temp,,-,, and

spaci l dissipation is added. Spacial dissipation ccr4 'M from the tis. ot a

more general cl]pb of integration in r.:

Fj + 1 _- R j ( L ) + V

An Tr j .n j+l

When F-l, the original backward differ#nLed scheme Is obtaftit.. lor '),

the error terw has a dissipative effect in the 1i direction. p.1vitting tOwo

alporlthm in delt, form and adding tempoil dissipation throutKl ev Inpilcit

tern, which does not formally degrade the accura(-y (f tLe algorithir, the
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final form of the hie hem is

I (t(Yi-'A6 i(ti - -B- I1 ,1W *4(1-t.)V J+tC V A )2k
I~~ It eb 1 (j*I k k j

Note that thip, scheme requires the (?-dtmenstotal) cell %olumes at the

ard 1.1 level&. he j level volume c-',, be computed from the eN.bting grid

in ter-s of tit ,.-trc functions, using (?). The volume at )* i. e~timatrd

by referrtug to an averape of cell 1,-vumes fro two ideali;.o polar j;r'ds.

both these gridb are- formed abut circleb whose circumference ecual the

r 'e -. jth of the bcdv crons -ection and both have an e" Ponential strerchlimg

in the radial direct~on. The polar grids vur', In their spacing in i.,

,titumterentisl direct Iit,, one being equispaced oeno the other having

-pacing proportion&' t,, the original distribtation of points on the 14d,.

-1,t j~i cell volume is chobe to transition smootly irom the orrespondlng

-hIum. in the unequali) spaced grid. when the ceI' Is At the body, to tht

*%ulume in the equisp.,.'tv irid. when the cell is far from the body.

The p..zo'evters have been used it generating the grid Lvrtrol

disb1iation, speing. and orthogonalit). t, relaxes the orrhol-t..t.lity of

the grid aN ! woves away from 1.0. This helps the grid to adapt r, tihe

.it'. variation in curvature of the bod.y, without forcing it to kink or

verl, itself. Orthtlonality IN forced at tl,- body surface by sett fnis the

lollou.lng paramrt.ib at j-2: t-1.0, e' -0.0 and t,-U.0. These parr~iers

thet 4i, rease lirearly wtth to their maximum value at 1-1 ,, and stay

const,,i't at that value. In ordtei that the radial lineb 0,: not spiral back

In toward th. hIl the value of 8 is rertued to 1.0 between = I. aid

The tthor valiue 4 ,.e.d to genet;,re the hvp.,, 'ilic grid. Vere

"~ .,) | .) 4 r 8, and J,.'10. The ralial spacing,

.I the wall was 0.0289 .at(l the nominal total radii- distance, used in

v.-rimatirp, cell volu..es, was 25 r +0.I(x-x ).
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The distriburivn ct points on the body witt controlled by use of V) L

ittigth weighted by curvature. The hyperbolic grid Lenerator marches the

grid out from some predtermined body contour with some given polii

Apacing. Ar existing proeram was uued which, given an axial location x,

wvuld produce a seqtItet ut points describing tI'e body cross sectio, o.t

that particular stoion. 1he curvature, K, waF computed at each point ilnd

the weighted arc length, S(s)-,'(.+max(rC0)) ds was calculated along the

max

curve, where IIs a weighting tactor for the curvjlture. PointE were then

placed on the curve t-ci its to be equispaced it, S. This furctiion tenol- to,

cli'stet pointh at convex cori'cts and give a uniform dIictribution Along

straight lineb audc at concave corners. TbJi kind of clustering it- that

typitely required In an external problem. It was tlst- atranged that both

end pairs of pointL wotild straddle the centeiline of the body, fot ut lit

Iml.Ycmnctig the tvwerr 4crodltlon. The pararnet#r A Was Set to 7ero for f

5~. This to rced the litns to be equispared ill it length tin the

forefwof . A increased linvarl% with 4 to a value of 2.Si mt ! O and

temained at that ievel fort 1 70. It wat- it. ped that this method

plat liig the points wgould lei toi smooth changes beti-fen planes ef the gniu.

Composite Grid Structure

1he second et.quiresetit cr the me d~i~e was thot It coniftit Lo a

Smut41 ,ititer hopindary. An atterpt was mrade to use vir'1tig oell voltimes in

the hiperholth Vile, these cells vohtin*- 1hcing deterrtined by irv.tirtg tile

gnlu 16tilerator. TtI- It ete=Pt 'w ,iP inqucce ,fu1, at it !,td iii a k~nkI,'

houndary, and tile .mplesetitar on of the r-oLhod proved to makt -I.10 01o

the boundat. tlu difficult. Thub, itilterniati me~thod wa,, tiloved. iuig

t rnnsfilleit. ,tterpo) list ion from it !,t-it lec level ot t't, liperhol itti

rhrough Pr ititerueu,..ve %mooth boundary anL ci t, tile deslied outer i*~iav



The analytic descriptio of the outer boundary wnL, formulated based on

experimental results. t. pitot pressure survey at the last forebody station

(x/r N=128.0) indicated the presence of a bow shock wave of approximately

bi-elllptical shape (Figure 6). A shadowgraph picture taken of the experi-

mental model showed that the shock wave projection in windwuard domain grew

linearly with x at an angle of 0 -13.5% Thus, the outer hourndazy was

defined to be a bi-elliptical sthape centered at (0,0) with y-axis length

A(x)/r, W [32.5+(x-128.0 r N) tan0]*, uppcr z-axis length B I(x)Ix N

[50+(x-128.0( r )tan (G~Q)I$, and lower z-axis length B,(x)/r.

[17.5+(x-128.0 r N) rat, (O-Qc)I*. The inclusion of the angle of attacV, u,

enables the grid gteneration program to hove a wider range of applicability.

The multiplicative factor f-m1.25 increases the size of the gric, to make

certain~ that the entire bow shod is captured.

In order to match the cylindrical grid generated around the body with

the spherical grid penerated arouind the nose, the detiritlon of the outer

boundary was iiltered at the extreme forw'ard part of the vehicle. The

center of the hemispherical nose is located at (x'.y'.z C). The line

determined by B,(x), the tipper edpe of the grie system, was projecte4d

fcrward all the way to Y-Y Thus, the radius of the rupherical grid was r
I: S

h i(x ()-z .Between x-x c ind x-x * 20.75 r No an arbitrary point chosen

orward ()f the canopy, i:l1 the parameters of tbt bi-elliptical strticture

vorl#-d linearly--the ceuter from (y ,f 7) to (0,U), o.nd the axis lengths

1 urwepn r k and their values at x c +20.7S N This arr.~ueement produced a

,ooth via iiit Ion froir the bi-ellipt ical structure to a LiTctilar structure

at ),x
C

Ar~ Intcrmedlate boundary between the outer boundittry and the edge of

the hyperbolic r'esh was prescribed it. order to ensure smoothness of the



grid in the region of the bow shock wave. This boundary was chosen to have

a bi-elliptical shape, so that all the circumferential lines between it and

the outer boundary would be similarly shared. Thus, all the trantsition

between the uneven shape of the hyperbOlic grid and the bi-elIliptical shape

of the outer griu took place In the central region (Figure 16), where the

need for numierical smoothness was not as pronounced. The intermediate

boundary was positioned to be a fraction p - .30 of the distance between

the outer boundary and a shape enclosing the hyperbolic grid. The boundary

of the hyperbolic grid was interrogated to determine the points of greatest

e:xtension ir y, (y,,zl), highest extension in z, (y2,z2 ) and the lowest

extension in z, (y3,z3). The center of the bi-ellipse was placed at (0,z 1 )

with an upper z-axis length B;(x) - z2(1-p) + BI(x)p-zl, and a lower z-axis

length B'(x) - -z (I-p) + B (xp + Z,. The y-z.>ris length was A'(x)=

Y1 (l-p) + A(x)p for x > x C+ 20.75 r N and was A'(x)q + 1/2(B I W + B 2(x)(1-q))

for x < x + 20.75 r., where q - X-Xc .This ensures that the inter-
20.75 rN

mediate boundary approximates a circle as approaches x

The next step in performing the transfinite construction was determina~-

tion of the placement of points on the Intermedliate and outer boundar'tE;

and fpecification of the stretching along the radivsJ lines. Points were

placed on the outer bundary so that the arc lengths between them were

proportional to the arc lengths on the edge ol. tlie hyperbolic grid. 'Ilic

points on the Intermediate boundary were placed in a similar fashion witiL

an additional numerical averaging. If s(rt) is the occuimulated arc length,

ththrough the n point, proportional to the spacing on the lyperbolic grid

boundary, s b is the average arc length between point.,;, And a = 0.1 is z

smoothitig parameter, then the actual arc length at thc v i point Is s'(n)

s(n-1) + Wsn)-s(n-)I (0-c) + s a . This sm~oothing relaxes the point

30
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distribution so that it approaches an equ.spaced distribution. Poit

placement was determined ici each radial line separotely. In the region

between the hyperbolic grid ard the inter|ediate boundary, spacing was

determined by the inverse hyperbolic sine lunction of Vlnokur.22  The

spacing at the inner boundary coincided with the outer-most spacing of the

hyperbolic grid, and the spacing at the intermediate boundary was chosen to

be the maximum of 0.125 rN and the spacing required for an equispaced

distributiozi along the radial line between the inner and outer boundaries.

In the other region of the grid, an exponential stretching was used which

matched the stretching at the intermediate boundary.

Generation of a = constant plane was completed by application of a

Poisson averaging operator to the grid points between j=22 and 4=32, a

domain which included the entire middle region. This was done to promote

smoothness of derivatives across the composite grid. Some typical grids

can be seen in Figure 17.

Spherical Crid at the Vehicle Nose

The cylindrical coordinate system of the mesh wes easily transitioned

into a spherical system on the hemispherical nose. Surface points were

spaced equiangularly both latitudinally and longitudinally, with radial

stietching controlled by a line from the i=7 plane, which abuts the nose

region. As mentioned above, the parameters ior the composite grid are

varied so that mesh in the i=7 plane is nearly circular. The grid points

in the i=1 plane are the reflection In the zfz plane of the points in the

i=2 plane. Analytic continuation of the field variables in the & direction

indicates that P(k,j,l) and P(k,j,3) are neighbors of P(k,J,2) spatially

(Figure 18). Duc to the bilateral symmetry of tle flow, all the scalar

variables are equal at V(k,i,l) and P(l11 - k,j,2), with the velocity

31
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vectors being equal in magnitude but reflected in the yO plane. Since the'

spherical grid is equispaced, the flow variables need not be litterpolpted

to set boundary conditions at P(k,jl). This type of structure can be used

for any bilaterally symmetric flow. The singularity along the axis for the

cylindrical-spherical system is physically avoided by the grid and boundary

conditions are set across the axis of symmetry. One disadvantage of the

construction is that the grid spacing along the surface of the nose h.

--ctually less than the smallest radial spacing, due to the large number (.f

peripheral points. This is undesirable comptationally, but unavoldable in

a body-fitted system. The extra worl required In processirg was reduced in

the compuration by taking advantage of the data structure ,:d only computing

in the nose region when nece-sary.

In summary, construction of a C = constant plane of the mesh began

with the generation of o' hyperbolic grid next to the surface. A composite

gria was formed using transfinite interpolation from the edge of the

hyperbolic grid through two outer boundaries, lastly, q Eingle pabs of a

Poisson smoothing operator was performed. All fqcets of the construction

wete hosen to promote numerical smoothness of the grid and in the ensuring

computation. The miesh about the blunt nose ,ws creased as a spherical

gria, 'i,:.taposed to the forebod' grid. Computational boundary cenditions

were provided for by setting vp the grid t, take advantage of analytic

continuation and symmetry.
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